An Eulerian multi-fluid model is validated by comparison with experimental measurements in the test case of laminar spray counterflow diffusion flames. Special attention is devoted, both from the modelling and experimental point of view, to the treatment of the droplet distribution tail, characterized by the rare occurrence of relatively large droplets carrying a non-negligible amount of mass. The Eulerian multi-fluid approach is shown to capture the dynamics, evaporation and heating of the droplets with a limited number of sections and, thus, at a modest cost. This simplification will be essential for the use of multi-fluid methods in multi-dimensional problems.
Introduction
In most industrial combustion applications, such as IC engines, gas turbines and furnaces, the fuel is stored in condensed form and injected as a spray into a gaseous stream. Rather than tackling the impossible task of dealing with such practical systems, our study focuses on laminar spray flames which provides rich physical scenarios amenable to detailed modelling. They are intermediate in complexity between practical spray combustion systems, which are difficult to interpret, and the classic experiments and modelling on single droplet burning, that have been the subject of a vast literature over the past fifty years. They provide an ideal test case with some of the ingredients of practical flames, but without turbulence complications. In particular, disperse phase dynamics, heating and evaporation for sprays with a distribution of droplet sizes can be systematically investigated. Within the category of laminar spray 3 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
flames, counterflow diffusion flames are perhaps the simplest. They have been the focus of various studies in the past [1] [2] [3] [4] in view of the fact that, under a similarity assumption, they can be treated as a one-dimensional flow field. We will restrict ourselves to dilute sprays for which the volume fraction occupied by the liquid is small compared to that of the gas mixture. Although the region of high chemical activity is usually located far enough from the injection and atomization area, two-phase effects can significantly influence flame structure, even for relatively dilute sprays [4] .
Most atomizers produce droplets of various sizes, which experience different dynamics, evaporation and heating histories [4] . To predict the flame structure accurately, it is then necessary to model the polydisperse character of the spray in a multi-component reactive gas flow. For unconfined flames, governing equations [5] under the constant pressure, low Mach number approximation apply [6, 7] .
The coupling of the phases occurs through additional source terms describing mass, momentum and heat exchanges between the two phases. To evaluate these exchange terms, two types of models for the dispersed liquid phase have been considered in the literature. The first one is Lagrangian as described originally in [8] [9] [10] [11] . It is called the particle-fluid method in [9] and the stochastic parcel method in [10] . The continuous distribution of droplets is approximated using a finite number of computational parcels. Each parcel represents a number of droplets of identical size, velocity and temperature. Subsequently, the properties of the parcels injected at the upstream boundary and the changes the parcel properties undergo in time are chosen stochastically from the distribution that governs the droplet behaviour. This method is currently used in many industrial or semi-industrial codes (see, e.g. [11, 12, 28] ). Another aspect of the Lagrangian approach is to be found in its more recent use for direct numerical simulation (DNS) and large eddy simulation (LES) of sprays. The literature in this field is extremely vast, and we refer to recent papers and the references therein [13] [14] [15] [16] . Such an approach has the main advantage that it provides us with very precise information about the dynamics of the cloud of droplets in the phase space; however, the computational cost is most of the time prohibitive in unsteady configurations for polydisperse sprays.
This drawback has motivated the introduction of a second class of models of Eulerian type and, in turn, it can be subdivided into two subclasses. In the first, referred to by O'Rourke [10] as the full spray equations method, the portion of the droplet phase space is subdivided into computational cells and classical Eulerian schemes (finite difference, element or volume) are used to resolve the time evolution of the spray distribution function [17, 18] . The second subclass is referred to as the moment equation method, where equations for only some moments of the spray distribution function are derived and solved through classical Eulerian schemes [19] . Full spray equations are expensive in terms of both computational time and memory storage even in the relatively simple one-dimensional case in which the phase space is of dimension 4. On the other hand, the moment equation method has been shown to be useful in some particle population problems [20] , where the sizes of the particles are small enough, such that the velocity distribution does not depend on the size of the particle. However, this approach does not provide sufficient precision for most spray applications. Some other Eulerian models that were conceived to reduce the cost of fully Lagrangian models often relied on the approximation that the spray is monodisperse [21] -a drastic assumption for usually polydisperse spray combustion [4] . There are some extensions in which an Eulerian method for monodisperse sprays at the sampled size was used. However, this does not allow us to precisely describe either the coupling between dynamics, evaporation and heating or the particle interactions, such as coalescence.
A natural improvement would be to use models intermediate between the full spray equations and the moment equation models, where some dimensions of the phase space are treated using moment equations and some others using the full spray equation method, in such a way that enough precision is maintained at relatively low cost. In a recent paper [22] , we have provided a theoretical basis for the derivation of this multi-fluid model from the Williams spray equation [23] at what can be called a kinetic-theory level of description. It can be considered as an extension of the ideas developed by Greenberg et al [24, 25] with the sectional approach. This theoretical basis is essential in order to extend this model to more complex situations, such as, for example, when coalescence is present [27, 28] . We call such a method a multi-fluid method in that the dispersed phase is described as a set of continuous media or 'fluids', each fluid corresponding to a statistical average in a section covering a range of droplet sizes. The method was named the sectional approach in [24, 25] . The evolution of these coupled sections or 'fluids' is governed by conservation equations for mass, momentum and enthalpy.
We clarified the set of assumptions necessary to derive the multi-fluid sectional model from the spray equation at the kinetic-theory level of description and have provided the derivation of the whole set of conservation equations describing the dispersed liquid phase. The multifluid model was also compared to the classical sampling approach (which can be related to a Lagrangian approach) on spray counterflow diffusion flames and other test cases in [22] . The conclusion to be drawn from this study is that the sampling method, if sufficiently refined, is more precise than the multi-fluid approach which is only a first-order method in terms of the size step (as proved in [26] ) and experiences strong numerical diffusion. However, such an approach will become much too expensive for non-stationary problems, where we are heading towards an Eulerian model, of low computational cost, which is still able to capture the size distribution effects of the spray.
A detailed study on heptane spray diffusion flames [4] showed that, even if the structure of the spray flame was well predicted by the simulations (gaseous flame structure, droplets dynamics conditioned by size, etc), the Eulerian multi-fluid approach was underestimating the evaporation of the large droplets as compared to the experimental results. Characteristically, we face the difficulty of modelling the tail of the spray distribution characterized by poor statistics. Yet, even these rare events can be significant, since large droplets carry a non-negligible amount of mass and eventually survive the longest in the flame, in some cases even penetrating the flame itself, if residence times do not allow for complete evaporation.
The purpose of this paper is to propose, in the context of an Eulerian multi-fluid modelling of polydisperse sprays developed by the authors [4, 22] , an improved and optimized numerical description of the distribution tail that is validated by experimental measurements. It will be shown that the multi-fluid method is especially suited to this kind of situation and describes precisely the polydisperse spray with a limited number of unknowns. To this end, an experimental effort was implemented, tailored to the need of high quality statistics of the validation scheme, which provided a comprehensive database of the droplet mass distribution function.
Correct predictions of the behaviour of the distribution tail offers numerous advantages. Mathematically, the boundary condition when the size of the droplet tends to infinity has to be provided. For example, it is critical in the rigorous derivation of a coalescence model in the framework of the sectional approach, as derived by Laurent et al [27, 28] . Numerically, discretization of the distribution function for comparison purposes using a sampling or sectional method requires precise evaluation of the amount of mass in each group or section. Knowledge of the precise behaviour of the continuous distribution function allows one to make the best choice for the location of boundaries of each section or group, to reduce the number of unknowns in the multi-fluid approach within a specified level of precision. Also, it allows for the reconstruction of the real distribution function for comparison purposes even under conditions of poor experimental statistics.
Eulerian multi-fluid modelling is a promising method of capturing some information about the size spectrum of sprays with relatively low cost, which can also treat coalescence and break-up [28] . However, as already shown in this last paper, one of the key issues is to be able, for multi-dimensional configurations and industrial purposes, to limit the number of sections in the size phase space to a reasonable number and still be able to qualitatively describe the size distribution. We have also started developing the Eulerian multi-fluid model in a turbulent framework for LES and RANS in [29] and once again the key issue is going to be the same. Consequently, we believe that this paper is a necessary step in the development of Eulerian models for polydisperse sprays in realistic configurations, even if the framework is one of laminar gaseous flows. This paper is organized as follows: first, we describe the experimental set-up, show the necessity for high quality statistics in order to capture the details of the droplet size distribution and identify a self-preserving behaviour of the tail of the distribution. This allows us to reconstruct the tail, even in those locations where statistics are poor, that is, close to the evaporation plane. Subsequently, various multi-fluid models are presented, as well as droplet models, numerical methods and boundary conditions. Next, we investigate the optimality of the discretization in the size phase-space. A discussion on the reduction of the number of degrees of freedom for both multi-fluid models and the associated difficulties follows. Calculations with a fine discretization of the size phase space (30 groups or sections) are then compared to simulations with the improved model (only 6 or 12 groups or sections). Significantly, the precision of the results will be shown not to suffer from the reduction of the number of unknowns. The efficiency of the method in treating the distribution tail is tested in a one-dimensional test case, for which analytical solutions are available. Finally, the improved models are compared to experimental measurements to validate the proposed approach.
Experimental investigation

Experimental set-up
An axisymmetric counterflow diffusion flame is stabilized in a vertical configuration between two opposed nozzles. The oxidizer, diluted with nitrogen or helium, is fed from the top nozzle and the fuel from the bottom. The liquid fuel, heptane or methanol, is dispersed using a commercial ultrasonic nebulizer as in [1] . A polydisperse distribution of droplets is generated, with average diameter D 10 = 40 µm for the heptane flame. The choice of the atomization system minimizes the velocity slip between the gas phase and the liquid phase, allowing for the use of a similarity solution, as will be further explained below. Both exits of the burner terminate in a contraction, contoured following a well-established wind tunnel design practice, to generate a uniform axial velocity profile in the radial direction. The exit diameter of each nozzle is 12.5 mm and the separation distance between them is kept at 13 mm. Flanges are fitted to the nozzle outlets to prevent buoyancy effects from altering the 'flatness' of the flame near the burner centreline. Cooled water is circulated through the upper flange to keep it at a desired temperature.
Radial and axial velocity components are measured together with the size distribution of the droplets using a commercial phase Doppler anemometer (Dantec Elektronics). The velocity of the gas phase is measured using seeded particles of Al 2 O 3 , with a nominal diameter of 1.5 µm on the oxidizer side and heptane droplets with a diameter smaller than 8 µm on the fuel side. No corrections for thermophoretic effects are made. The temperature of the Experiments are performed on three flames: Flame A, a heptane flame with moderate strain rate; Flame B, also using heptane but at a higher strain rate; and Flame C, a methanol flame. Key experimental parameters, subsequently used as input for the computation, are listed in table 1. They include: total mass fluxes on each side of the burner in columns 2 and 3, fuel and oxidizer mass fractions in the two streams in columns 4, 5 and 6, the extrapolated velocity gradients at the boundaries in columns 7 and 8 [4] , the oxidizer temperature in column 9 and the burner separation in the last column. The temperature on the fuel side is 299 K for all flames.
Some very good comparisons between numerical simulations and experimental measurements were already obtained in [4] as far as the flame structure and spray variables were concerned. In this paper, we will emphasize one characteristic parameter of the spray that is not presented in table 1, namely the size distribution function, for which a special experimental effort has been produced; it is described in the following subsection and will be used in detail in section 5. The size distribution at the burner mouth, on the fuel side, allows us to evaluate the discretized mass distribution at z = 0. The velocities and temperature are the same as for the gaseous phase.
Detailed size distribution measurements: self-preserving tail
Let us first emphasize the necessity of high quality statistics to obtain precise size distribution measurements. The count distribution function and the corresponding mass distribution function at the inlet are presented in figure 1 as a function of the droplet radius for two samples of different sizes: 5000 droplets (on the left) and 100 000 droplets (on the right). The distribution of the smaller sample is invariably noisier and the amplitude of the fluctuations in the distribution is amplified in the mass distribution function. Note also that the detection of large droplets has a significant impact on the mass distribution, and the statistics of the tail are inadequate to extract a distribution function trend without arbitrarily smoothing the function.
Obtaining large samples in high data rate regions of the spray, i.e. at the burner outlet, is experimentally feasible. This is not the case when the data rate (droplets detected per unit time) has decreased dramatically, that is, close to the plane beyond which all droplets have evaporated (the evaporation plane). In the ensuing discussion, we demonstrate, after painstakingly collecting very large samples throughout the flame, that aspects of the distribution function, such as, for example, the tail profile are self-preserving. Figure 2 (a) shows that the tail of the distribution function n S (number density of droplets per unit volume per unit droplet surface) as a function of the droplet surface seems to have an exponential behaviour. If this behaviour is confirmed throughout the flame, we have a clear recipe to reconstruct the distribution tail. To that end, a nonlinear sliding regression is applied to the linear region in the semi-log plot in figure 2(a), so that n S exp(aS + b), where S is the droplet surface. The reconstruction algorithm is applied to samples collected at many 5000 droplets 100 000 droplets locations within the interval from the inlet to the evaporation front for Flame A. In table 2, the slope a of the logarithm of the distribution tail n S (distribution function as a function of the surface) is presented. The maximum difference between the mean value of the slope and individual values is no more than 8%, which has a negligible impact on the mass repartition of the droplets. As a result, we can consider the slope constant. For modelling purposes, then, we will apply a continuous representation of the size distribution, as inferred from the high data rate experiments, even to low data rate regions.
Exactly the same exponential behaviour of the distribution tail has been observed for Flames B and C. However, for purposes of clarity, these results are not presented; the very important point is that, even if the shape of the size distribution changes throughout the flame due to evaporation, making use of a presumed distribution inadequate, the tail has a self-preserving profile that makes use of Eulerian multi-fluid models very attractive.
An example of reconstruction of this distribution function using a continuous representation is given, for Flame A, in figures 2(b) and (c). This reconstruction is performed here at a point close to the flame: z = 0.57 cm, where the statistics have already deteriorated. This approach clearly removes some arbitrariness in the comparison between experiments and calculations. Also, it should enhance the accuracy of the calculation.
Thus, we have obtained measurements, not only of the flame structures, but also of the details of the droplet size distribution function and observed a self-preserving behaviour of its tail. The purpose of the paper is to show the ability of the Eulerian multi-fluid model to describe such a behaviour with a limited number of unknowns. Let us first present the general modelling of the problem. 
General modelling of the coupled two-phase system
The purpose of this section is to provide a mathematical model to describe both the multicomponent reactive gas mixture with very subsonic velocities and the polydisperse liquid spray carried by the gaseous flow as well as their two-way coupling. In the first subsection, we recall the system of equations for the gaseous phase in the one-dimensional self-similar axisymmetrical configuration of counterflow diffusion flames. Two Eulerian descriptions are then presented in the second subsection, the multi-fluid modelling and sampling approach of the dispersed liquid phase, as well as the coupling terms.
Modelling of the gaseous phase
For laminar flames with slow velocities, the conservation equations governing the multicomponent reactive gaseous mixtures [5] are treated under the low Mach number approximation [6] with constant boundary conditions on pressure, thus yielding the isobaric flame equations. The spray is a dispersed phase so that the coupling of the phases only occurs in the gas phase equations through additional source terms describing mass, momentum and heat exchanges between the two phases. The resulting equations are given in [22] . The counterflow configuration admits a symmetry of revolution. The set of stationary equations can then be written as a two-dimensional axisymmetrical system. For this same configuration, when the flame is purely gaseous, one can look for a onedimensional self-similar solution of the two-dimensional system of equations [7] satisfying the following functional dependences: the density of the gas ρ, its temperature T , its axial velocity u z , its reduced radial velocity u r /r and the mass fractions Y k of the species of the gas have no radial dependence. They are functions of the axial coordinate z. The pressure field has a particular form p = p atm − J (r 2 /2) +p(z), where r denotes the radial coordinate. In the absence of radial dependence of the boundary conditions, the derived self-similar equations are an exact solution of the original two-dimensional system.
When the gaseous mixture is carrying a spray, the self-similar solution is preserved assuming that the source terms coming from the spray have no radial dependence; the system for the gaseous phase then reads:
where V = ρu z is the axial mass flux, U the reduced radial velocity, c p the specific heat of the gas mixture, c p = k∈S Y k c p,k , c p,k the specific heat of the kth species, λ the heat conductivity, η the shear viscosity, J the reduced pressure gradient, h k the enthalpy, m k the molar mass, ω k the molar chemical production rate and V k,z the axial diffusion velocity of the kth species of the gas. The terms S mass , S species k , S mom and S enth represent the exchange of total mass, mass of the species, momentum and enthalpy with the liquid phase. A model for the dispersed liquid phase has to be chosen in order to express these source terms.
Modelling of the dispersed phase
The evolution of the dispersed phase can be described by a statistical approach [9, 30, 31] . The spray is composed of spherical droplets characterized only by one geometry parameter φ (in practice, φ is the radius, the surface or the volume of the droplets) at low Weber number, one velocity u l and one temperature T l . The spray is then characterized by a distribution function f φ (t, x, φ, u l , T l ), also called the probability density function, so that f φ dx dφ du l dT l is the probable number of droplets at time t, in the phase space elementary volume dx dφ du l dT l around the point (x, φ, u l , T l ). This distribution function f φ satisfies a transport equation that is a generalization of the equation given by Williams [22, 23, 30] .
Here, two Eulerian approaches derived from this kinetic-theory model are presented. The first one is an Eulerian sampling method [1] . In mono-dimensional steady situations where the droplets do not turn back, this approach can be shown to be equivalent to a Lagrangian description [22] . The second one is the multi-fluid approach that we propose to optimize. Finally, to complete the modelling, the droplet models are given and a discussion about the similarity assumption is provided.
Eulerian sampling method.
The Eulerian sampling description was developed and presented in [22] for a one-dimensional stationary configuration in which droplets did not experience flow reversal. It can be applied to the counterflow diffusion flame because the problem is essentially one-dimensional with the similarity assumption and we assume that the droplets always flow in the same direction [22] . As in the Lagrangian description, we discretize the distribution function as a sum of Dirac delta functions. We then replace the set of droplets by N independent groups, the droplets of each group i having the same space dependent characteristics (the same geometry φ s . General equations for a one-dimensional stationary problem are given in [22] . Here, we also look for a self-similar one-dimensional solution for the liquid equations, with the functional dependences:
resulting in a system of one-dimensional ordinary differential equations for the liquid variables as functions of the axial coordinate [1, 22] .
Eulerian multi-fluid approach.
The sectional model, developed by Tambour et al [24, 25] , is a discretization, in fixed radii sections, of the distribution function averaged with respect to the velocity and temperature n φ (t, z, φ) = f φ du l dT l , the form of n φ as a function of the geometry being independent of t and z in a given section. In this way, the evolution of the mass concentration in a section is decoupled from the repartition in terms of sizes. The set of droplets is then discretized in a few sections, the j th section being defined by φ
min . In each section, the shape of n φ is fixed in the following sense:
where m (j ) is the mass density of droplets (mass of liquid per unit volume) in the j th section, with a moment constraint on κ (j ) [22, 25] . The choice of the κ (j ) (φ) is equivalent to the choice of a basis, on which the continuous distribution function is projected; this will be denoted by the 'projection step' in the numerical analysis sense. The simplest solution is to choose κ (j ) to be a constant in a section. However, we still have the choice of φ, which can be either the radius, the surface or the volume of the droplets, and will define different projections. This issue was studied in [22, 26] .
Each section is then characterized by its mass density m (j ) , its averaged velocity u (j ) d and its averaged temperature T (j ) d . The sections have fixed sizes, which is a major difference compared to the sampling method. However, they are not independent of each other, exchanging mass, momentum and heat with one another. The precise set of assumptions in order to recover the sectional conservation equations from the kinetic-theory transport equation is given in [22] . It is shown, in particular, that the sectional approach presupposes that for each time, all droplets of the same size and at the same point of space have the same velocity and the same temperature.
In order to use this approach in the counterflow configuration, we look for a onedimensional self-similar solution of the two-dimensional axisymmetrical system. Just as for the sampling method, we then assume the following dependences:
With those assumptions, all the source terms, except for the momentum ones, have no radial dependence. The compatibility of the similarity assumption with the droplet model will be discussed in the next subsection. The set of equations then reads
where
the reduced radial velocity of droplets and E (j ) 1 a constant characterizing the exchange between the sections and calculated from the shape of the distribution function. The rate of mass exchange between the two mediaṁ (j ) and the rate of heat exchangeq (j ) are calculated in an averaged radius determined through the shape of the distribution function. The drag force is also calculated in another averaged radius. The source terms are then
where L (j ) is the latent heat of evaporation of the fuel at T (j ) d . In the approach described above, as for the sampling method, the exchange terms
depend on the choice of a droplet model.
Droplet model
We use an infinite conductivity model, also called the 'rapid mixing' model [32] , combined with the modified film theory for convective corrections in order to describe the heating and evaporation of the droplets for several reasons: first, it is compatible with a kinetic-theory description of the spray [22] and takes into account the non-stationary heating of the droplet; second, it is compatible with the sectional approach; third, it is compatible with the numerical method described below; fourth, the cost of the method is not prohibitive; and finally, it provides good results in the present configuration [4] . The evolution of droplet temperature is then given by equation (12) . For each group or section, the detailed expressions for the exchange terms of heat and mass,q (j ) andṁ (j ) , can be found in [32] . This model has already been compared in [22] with the effective conductivity model of [32] , for which the nonstationary evolution of the inner temperature profile of the droplets is followed. Even if it is a little more accurate than the infinite conductivity model [32] , its cost is significantly greater, and the results are close enough so that the use of the infinite conductivity model is justified [22] . The drag coefficient can be described by a Stokes law with convective corrections based on a relative Reynolds number, where the viscosity is evaluated at the mixture concentration and temperature in the boundary layer close to the surface (using the 1 3 rule) [32, 33] . For the configurations we consider, the Reynolds number is of order unity. Thus,
where u is the gas-phase velocity, R the radius of the droplets, ν the kinematic viscosity and µ the shear viscosity of the mixture evaluated at the mixture concentration. It can be shown that the use of convective corrections based on the relative Reynolds number is necessary for a correct evaluation of the droplet dynamics. In fact, a choice of a more refined model for the drag force acting on the droplets is unwarranted [22] . One of the key issues, in order to use the previous model containing enough physics, is the preservation of the similarity assumption, which allows detailed numerical simulations and model validation. However, the presence of convective corrections in equation (15) 
d of the ith group or section of droplets. Consequently, the similarity assumption is not directly verified.
Let us now introduce another droplet model where the previous Reynolds number is replaced by what we call the 'axial' Reynolds number:
where the only axial slip between the phase is considered. Consider then the modified drag force acting on the droplet:
For such a model, the similarity assumption holds exactly as for the gaseous equations since the convective corrections do not introduce any radial dependence in the source terms. As a consequence, the one-dimensional similar solution is an exact solution of the two-dimensional axisymmetrical system of partial differential equations. Clearly, the two numbers R ed and R ax ed coincide along the centreline and, for a reasonable amount of slip between the phase, they approximately equal each other in a zone surrounding the centreline. The two solutions of the set of partial differential equations with the original source term and with the modified source terms then coincide on the centreline and remain close to each other in a cylindrical zone around it. Our one-dimensional model, with the 'axial' Reynolds number in the convective correction, is then only valid in this zone and experimental measurements are also confined to this zone, which has to be evaluated. A mathematical determination of the bounds of the zone where the solutions of the two sets of partial differential equations remain close is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we will keep in mind the present restriction and show that, both experimentally and numerically, this zone has a radius of 4 mm for the configurations considered, which fully justifies the use of the similarity assumption and of the modified drag force.
Numerical methods
We briefly present the numerical approach used for all the simulations; we refer to [22] for more details and extensions. The numerical approach proceeds with a decoupled adaptive nonlinear boundary value method. To reach a steady-state solution for the complete gas/liquid system, we alternatively solve the gas and liquid conservation equations, numerically decoupling the two phases. In order to make a good 'initial guess' for the method to converge, we use a pseudonon-stationary method for the gaseous phase. When the non-stationary terms are below a fixed tolerance, stationary equations for the gas are solved. We terminate the process when the norm of the difference between successive gas and liquid-phase solutions is below the error tolerance for the combined solution.
The procedure for the gas has been discussed in detail elsewhere [7] and we outline here only its essential features. With the continuous differential operators replaced by finite difference expressions, we use a damped Newton method [34] to solve the discretized system. As typical of these types of problems, the computational mesh is determined adaptively (the difference between the components of the discrete solution and of the gradients between two points of the mesh is then equidistributed). Transport properties, such as binary diffusion coefficients, thermal conductivity and the shear viscosity, along with the chemical source terms, are automatically evaluated by using highly optimized libraries [35] and are taken from [36] for heptane and similar to [3] for methanol.
The first-order spray equations are integrated with a stiff ordinary differential equation solver, LSODE for the package ODEPACK from the netlib library [37] , from the fuel boundary condition until 99.9% of the initial liquid mass has evaporated. For the one-dimensional system, we solve the two-way coupled ordinary differential system of equations with the similarity assumption. The trajectories of the droplets can then be deduced from the similarity assumption.
Let us mention that the solver used in this paper is strictly limited to steady configurations; however, we have introduced the numerical tools in [38, 28] in order to use the Eulerian multi-fluid in an unsteady configuration and studied the computational efficiency of such a model.
Optimal discretization for both multi-fluid models
To discretize the distribution function and consider only a finite number of liquid 'fluids' coupled to the gas phase equations, several approaches can be implemented. In previous work [4, 3] , the discretization points were evenly spaced in droplet radii; that is, the range of sizes covered in each section was kept constant, and the upper limit radius was defined as the value beyond which no mass was found. The discretization was applied with higher and higher resolution till the solution became independent of it, within a prescribed tolerance. Even if the overall structure of the spray flame was adequately predicted by the simulation, a few problems arose. To begin with, sections at the beginning (low size end) and tail (upper size end) of the distributions have typically very low count numbers. As a result, their statistics are unreliable.
But there appears to be an intrinsic problem with the sectional approach. For example, statistical considerations would not explain why the evaporation of the large droplets was systematically underestimated relative to the experimental results while that of the small droplets was overestimated. Hence, an in-depth assessment of the multi-fluid approach and its shortcomings is warranted.
Fundamentals
Simulations were made on two heptane flames or methanol flames using eight sections (see figure 3(a) ) that were equidistributed in radii. As a result, mass was unevenly partitioned among the various sections at the burner outlet, with most of it being concentrated in only three sections. There are no fundamental reasons to justify this selection except for the fact that droplet radius is an experimental observable.
The shape of the distribution function, κ (j ) in equation (7) is fixed in each section [22, 25] . In [25] , for example, the volume-based distribution function n V , that is, the droplet number density was assumed to be constant in each section. The selection of the shape function through the projection step defined in subsection 3.2.2 by equation (7) will affect the exchanges with the other sections and with the gas, particularly so when the bulk of the mass is concentrated in a few sections around the histogram peak. Also, because of the typical shape of the distribution (see figure 3) , a constant shape function results in an overestimate of the evaporation of the largest sections and an underestimate in the evaporation of the smaller droplets. One could conceivably choose other projection steps, with either n R or n S taken as constant in a section (however, once one projection step is chosen, it fixes the profiles n φ for all other φ). For example, choosing n R constant yields better agreement because of the shape of the particular distribution function. But any such selection would be arbitrary [22] or has to be based on rigorous numerical analysis [26] .
The treatment of the last section presents additional difficulties, since the selection of an upper limit of the discretization, when only a few sections are used and they are equidistributed in radius, influences the entire discretization, as shown in figure 3(c) for the case of a six-section model.
A potentially preferable discretization criterion would be to ensure that the mass is equipartitioned among the sections, since mass is the primary extensive property that is exchanged between sections and between the liquid and the gas phase. As shown in figure 3(b) , this choice results in a refined discretization where the mass is concentrated, which is advantageous since the influence of the projection step will be less significant in this case. However, it produces two large sections, the first and the last one, where further intra-sectional modelling is needed.
For the treatment of the first section, we decided to take n S constant as a function of the surface, which is equivalent to choosing n R linear as a function of the radius, a choice that will prove to be adequate. For the treatment of the last section, we will be guided by experimental information. The count distribution function (and the corresponding mass distribution function at the inlet using reliable statistics of a 100 000 droplet sample presented in section 2), allows us to propose an exponentially decreasing tail as a function of the droplet surface for the three configurations that are going to be preserved throughout the flame.
Using an Eulerian sampling method with a highly refined discretization of 76 groups equidistributed in radius, we first check that this property of the distribution function is satisfied in the numerical simulations and also that the corresponding value of the slope stays around the initial value within a 7% range in figure 4(a) . This is in fairly good agreement with the experimental measurements. The self-preserving exponential decay in the large size range, as observed experimentally as well as numerically, suggests the applications of this type of function to the last section in the equidistributed mass discretization. Three reasons make this approach desirable.
First, if, as argued earlier, it is preferable to equidistribute the mass among the sections, one has to be able to evaluate precisely the amount of mass in each group or section. When the experimental statistics are poor, as is often the case for sparsely populated large droplet ranges, the use of a continuous distribution removes any difficulty. Furthermore, the welldefined behaviour of the continuous distribution function simplifies the location of the section boundaries-a critical choice if one wants to reduce the number of sections, and consequently of unknowns, without letting the level of precision deteriorate. This reduction in the number of degrees of freedom will be essential to adapt the multi-fluid methods to two-dimensional or three-dimensional systems. Second, the prescription of a boundary condition when the size of the droplets approaches infinity is generally useful in the modelling of the evolution of the size distribution as, for example, in the analytical treatment of coalescence phenomena of relevance to practical sprays (see, e.g. [27, 28] ). Third, the exponential decay as a function of surface is compatible with the pure evaporation process, which is equivalent to an advection equation in the surface phase space preserving the form of the distribution. 
Application to multi-fluid methods
We apply the previous considerations to a discretization with 6 and 12 sections. We also assumed that κ (j ) (R) is affine in the first and last-but-one sections. For other sections, because the derivative of the distribution function can change, we merely assume κ (j ) (R) to be constant as a function of radius. Although there is some arbitrariness in this choice, its impact on the final solution is minimal because the inner sections represent only very small size ranges. The partitions of the radius spectrum for the distribution are shown in figure 4(b) with 6 sections, and in figure 4(c) with 12 sections.
For the last section, the exponential decrease of the distribution function is clearly well suited to the sectional approach. In [22] , we saw that the velocity and the temperature considered in a section are supposed to be the mass-averaged velocity and temperature. If the last section covers too large a range of sizes, some different dynamics or heating can develop inside this section and the assumption of a single velocity and single temperature can be poor. Where the velocity or temperature of the gas is changing, we can check whether the temperature and velocity of the section correctly describe the averaged dynamics and heating as follows.
We can compare two numerical simulations. A first one with the sectional approach is performed on Flame A with six sections equidistributed in mass, with a distribution function exponentially decreasing as a function of the surface in the last section and affine or constant in radius in the other sections (discretization shown in figure 4(b) ). We then consider a finer discretization with a total of 15 sections: the first five sections are taken to be the same as in the previous calculation, the last section is divided into ten sections equidistributed in mass. We can then compare the velocity and the temperature of the sixth section in the case of the first discretization with the mass-averaged velocity and temperature of the last ten sections in the second case. The relative difference between the temperature of the last section for the coarse discretization and the corresponding mass-averaged temperature for the finer discretization is less than 0.6%. The effect on the temperature can then be neglected. The difference of axial velocity is below 1.6% of the initial axial velocity. Before z = 0.57 cm, a zone where more than 80% of the spray mass has evaporated, this difference is less than 0.5%. For the radial velocity, the difference reaches 3% close to the flame but is less than 2.0% before z = 0.57 cm. These results show that even if the distribution tail is represented by a big section, the dynamics of the droplets are well described with the chosen shape of the distribution function, in the zone where there is still some amount of mass in the spray. At first glance, this property seems to be related to the particular problem we are considering. However, the fact that the distribution function is exponentially decreasing as a function of surface, results in an important concentration of the droplet number close to the lower size boundary. Consequently, except in some extreme situations, the description 'in the mean' for this last section will be reasonable.
For the sampling method, we have to choose the radii and number density. To this end, we can parallel the approach implemented in the sectional method. The number of droplets and their radius in each group are chosen so that the amount of mass and of surface for each group matches the experimental measurements:
Numerical comparisons
We will investigate, in this section, the influence of the reduction of the number of unknowns on the precision of the calculation. To this end, we will consider three cases: the first one is a simplified one-dimensional configuration, also used in [22] , where dynamical effects and heating effects due to the dynamical and thermal inertia of the droplets are not present. Only evaporation is present, thus leading to an analytical solution. It is useful to gauge the impact of the discretization. For the second case, we consider the two heptane flames, Flames A and B, with two approaches and various discretization levels. We know from [22] that we can take a simulation with 30 groups with the sampling method as a reference and compare it to coarser discretizations. Finally, we consider the methanol flame, Flame C, with a high strain rate. A coarse discretization with equidistributed radii can lead to satisfactory results when the flame is stable, as in [3] . This is not the case when the flame is weaker and becomes more sensitive to the droplets' evaporation history. A good description of the tail of the distribution will then be of consequence and also impact the chemical species profiles such as the radicals responsible for the formation of pollutants. 
A one-dimensional stationary case with pure evaporation
We consider, in this section, a purely mono-dimensional case and a polydisperse spray with the same distribution function and the models described in the previous sections for the dispersed phase. The gas is injected at a temperature of 450 K, with a velocity of 15.05 cm s −1 . We would like to describe the evaporation process decoupling it from the dynamics of the droplets, so that we inject the cloud at the same velocity as the gaseous phase in a gravity-free environment.
For this low gas temperature, the temperature of the droplets converges to a stationary equilibrium value related to the gas composition and temperature. For the chosen gas temperature, the corresponding droplet surface temperature is 337.9 K and the droplets are injected at this temperature, in such a way that the cloud only undergoes evaporation, without dynamic or heating effect. In this case, an analytical solution is available; the rate of regression of the droplet surface R S = dS/dt, is then constant as a function of time and space (the velocity u l , being constant), so that S = S 0 + R S t = S 0 + (R S /u l )z. The distribution function, then, satisfies an advection equation with constant velocity in phase space; its value at location z can be deduced from the initial distribution function by a translation of (R S /u l )z. If the distribution tail, as a function of the surface, can be written as e αS at the inlet, the distribution becomes e α(S+(R S /u z )z) = e αS × e α(R S /u z )z at z. It is interesting to note that the tail of the distribution function is preserved in this purely evaporation process.
The differences of mass, relative to the initial mass, between each the three discretizations (6, 12 and 30) and the analytical result are plotted in figure 5(a) for the sampling method and in figure 5(b) for the sectional one. For the sampling method, as expected [22] , the error with the refined mesh is below 0.1%, below 0.8% with 12 groups, and it reaches 1.5% with 6 groups. For 6 and 12 groups, most of the error is due to the first and last groups which are related to the existence of large first and last sections. This approach does not experience numerical diffusion and provides precise results for the same amount of CPU time in this steady configuration. But its extension to unsteady configurations becomes prohibitive and makes the Eulerian multifluid approach attractive [28] as long as it can reach a reasonable level of precision. For the sectional approach, the errors are similar for the three discretizations. The error for 12 sections is even smaller than the one for 30 sections and the one for six sections is smaller for most of the domain, where some droplet mass is present. It shows that the optimization of the number of unknowns conducted in the previous section has a strong impact on the precision of the mass density of droplets. We further compare the mass distributions functions through their integrals representing the cumulative mass in the spray at a given location. For the cases with 6 and 12 groups, because of the lack of representation of this limited sample, the error starts higher and grows rapidly as compared to the sectional approach. This can be seen in figure 6 (a), where we have plotted the evolution of the L 1 norm (integral of the absolute value) of the difference between the cumulative mass for a given discretization and the one for the exact solution.
A more interesting behaviour is shown in figure 6(b): for the sectional approach, the error for the calculations with 6 or 12 sections stabilizes, when we get closer to the evaporation point, at approximately 2% for 6 sections and 1.4% for 12 sections, whereas it grows until it reaches 8% for the refined mesh with 30 sections. This phenomenon was already noticed in [22] , where it was shown that the evolution of the Sauter mean diameter with the sectional approach, even if refined, was not predicted correctly. This is mainly due to the fact that the approximation of the evaporation process in the size phase space is only first order in the discretization step, as shown in [26] . Consequently, the level of refinement required in order to reproduce precisely the behaviour of the tail of the distribution would be much larger than 30, because of numerical diffusion. One can check that it is correctly represented in this case with 6 and 12 sections because of the modelling of the distribution tail in the last section.
Heptane flames
Comparisons are conducted, in this subsection, using two stable heptane flames.
The gaseous fields of temperature, axial velocity and radial velocity are the same for the coupled solution within 0.8% of relative difference in all the cases. It is a first indication that the reduction of the number of unknowns can be done without giving up precision. Next, we make relative comparisons of the one-way coupled problem for converged fields of the gaseous phase with both approaches and with the three types of discretization. Then, we can identify precisely the differences in total droplet mass density, mass-averaged spray velocity and mass distribution in the size phase space. In [22] , it was shown that the sampling method is very precise with 30 groups and it is going to be the reference solution for the subsequent comparisons.
The first interesting variable describing the global droplet evaporation process is the mass concentration of droplets per unit volume of gas. For Flame A, we represent the difference of droplet mass density relative to the initial mass density in figure 7 (a). The same differences are represented for Flame B in figure 7(b) . For Flame A, the difference between the discretizations does not go beyond 1.7% for the sectional approach and 0.8% for the sampling one. It shows that the evaporation process is still well described with a reduction in the number of sections or groups. For Flame B, the difference does not go beyond 2.5% for the sectional method and 3% for the sampling one. We then compare the mass-averaged velocity, which describes the global dynamics of the spray. In figure 8 for Flame B, we can see the difference in mass-averaged velocity between the calculations with 6 or 12 groups or sections and the refined sampling method. The two components of the velocity are treated differently because the axial velocity is changing sign, so that only the difference relative to the value at the entrance is meaningful, which is not the case for the monotonically increasing reduced radial velocity. For Flame B, the differences are small (below 2% for the axial component and below 1% for the radial one) until more than 80% of the spray has already evaporated. They increase in the flame region as a consequence of the choice of a large last section for the sectional method (see section 5.1). For Flame A, the differences are even smaller and we do not present the corresponding graph. From the point of view of the global evaporation process and droplet dynamics, calculations with a reduced number of unknowns give results very close to those with refined methods. In addition to global variables, we also want to compare the distribution function in the size phase space. However, in order to do so, we have to reconstruct the sampled distribution from the Dirac delta functions, and the comparison will only be qualitative and will be dependent on the reconstruction filter. The samples and the sections cannot be compared in a direct manner. It is, for example, impossible to retrieve the trajectories of the various droplets from the sectional model. In order to quantify the differences, we compare the evolution of the normalized cumulative mass. For the sampling method, this integral is a piecewise constant function and for the sectional approach, it is a continuous function. In figure 9 , we have plotted the integral of the absolute value (denoted by the L 1 norm) of the difference in cumulative mass between a given coarse discretization and the 30 sample reference one for Flame A, divided by the L 1 norm of the 30 sample distribution. For the sectional model, the error stays below 4% until 90% and 80% of the spray have evaporated for the 12-section case and for the six-section case, respectively, thus showing good behaviour even with a limited number of sections. For the sampling method, from the very beginning, the error reaches 2.5% or 3.5% because of the lack of representation of the original continuous function and because the integrals are piecewise constant. Furthermore, it increases at locations closer to the flame, the number of groups decreasing because of the evaporation.
We conclude that, for these stable flames, the reduction of the number of 'fluids' proposed in section 5 provides an efficient way of reducing the cost of the calculation without sacrificing precision.
Influence of discretization on a methanol flame model
We focus on a rather high strain rate methanol flame (Flame C). We want to show that a coarse discretization with equidistributed radii as retained in [3] is no longer viable if we want to predict precisely the flame structure and the concentrations of radicals. To this end, simulations are made with two six-section discretizations: a first optimal discretization, as described in section 5, and a second discretization equidistributed in radii ( figure 1(c) dashed line) , the distribution function being constant in each section as a function of the volume as in [3] . Those two simulations are compared with the reference simulation, that is, the sampling method with 30 groups. We can see that the variables of the gas are very close between the sectional method with the first discretization and our reference simulation (difference of 10 K for the flame temperature, 1.7%, 2.5% and 2% for the molar mass of CO, O and CH 2 O relative to the maximal values, respectively, and nearly coincident evaporation fronts). Moreover, the location of the evaporation front and flame front are unaffected by the use of the optimized six-section discretization. Figure 10 (a) shows that the coarse six-section discretization brings in a 70 K difference in the peak temperature as well as a slight shift of the flame front and a thickening of the flame. As shown in figure 10(b) , the evaporation front is also shifted further into the flame zone because of the underestimation of the evaporation of the big droplets. The shift of the flame front can also be observed on the CH 2 O mass fraction where a 10.0% difference is observed in figure 11 . This shift in the localization of the evaporation front not only affects the temperature distribution and location of the flame front, but also changes species fields responsible for the formation of pollutants as shown in figures 12 and 13, for example, for CO and O. The relative differences can reach 19% for O and 11% for CO. We can then conclude that the optimized discretization provides a good representation of the evaporation process for the polydisperse spray considered. It is especially important for weak flames, when extinction is approached, where the evaporation history is of primary importance for the correct description of the flame structure.
Cost
The purpose of this subsection is to give an idea of the impact of the proposed optimization on the cost of the simulations. Simulations are performed on DECalpha EV6, 600 MHz. We compare the resolutions with the three discretizations 6, 12 and 30 for all three cases and with the two methods, depending on the precision tolerances imposed with LSODE (see table 3 ).
The reduction of the number of 'fluids' has a big impact on the cost for the resolution of the liquid phase. It justifies the effort expended on the optimization of the number of 'fluids', as long as a sufficiently accurate solution is obtained, as demonstrated in sections 6.1-6.3. 
Comparison with experiments
This section is devoted to the quantitative comparisons of numerical simulations of the selfsimilar equations with the experimental measurements presented in section 2. However, since we already investigated the ability of the Eulerian multi-fluid model to capture the physics of various flames within a large range of strain rates in [4] , we will rather focus, in this section, on the ability of the model to capture the details of the evolution of the droplet size distribution with a limited number of unknowns. First, we have checked that the self-similarity assumption holds, experimentally, in a region of about 4 mm around the centreline in the whole z domain. This region is broader than the zone where the experimental measurements are performed. Second, we have checked, by conducting numerical simulations of really two-dimensional axisymmetrical droplet trajectories in a Lagrangian framework with both the actual Reynolds number in the convective correction of the Stokes drag (15) and the modified Reynolds number (18) , that the dynamics of the droplets do not differ in the 4 mm region around the centreline. Consequently, the similarity assumption holds both for the model and in the experimental set-up; comparisons between the numerical simulations and the experimental data are then completely justified.
Before going into the details of the polydisperse evaporation process, which is the heart of this work, we begin with the gas-phase variables as in [4] . Figures 14(a) and (b) show the experimental and simulated profiles of the axial velocity and temperature 4 of the gas. In this case, the numerical results correspond to both a 12-section and a 30-group discretization (which has been shown to describe precisely the evaporation of the spray) [22] and they cannot be distinguished in any of the plots presented in figure 14 .
We then compare the total mass density of droplets to the experimental values measured at three locations: z = 0.52 cm, z = 0.545 cm and z = 0.57 cm where, respectively, 46%, 65% and 87% of the spray has evaporated. The temperatures of the gas at the three locations are 368 K, 468 K and 689 K, respectively. The first point corresponds to the beginning of the gas temperature increase and the last point is close to the flame and very close to the evaporation front. Figure 14 (c) represents the evolution of the mass concentration for the two approaches (12 sections and 30 groups) and the three points of measurement, with the error bars. Before the evaporation region, experiments and calculations match perfectly. For legibility purposes, we do not present the details of the dynamics of the droplets of various sizes which have already been shown to be precisely described by the Eulerian multi-fluid model in [4] .
Clearly, the behaviour of the flame (flame structure, temperature profile, droplet dynamics and global mass) is very well captured. We now concentrate on the ability of the numerical simulations to reproduce correctly the polydisperse evaporation process. To this end, we have which is also defined for the sampled distribution, allows us to precisely compare the differences between the various approaches. Even if some difference is to be found at z = 0.57 cm, the overall comparison is very good. The agreement is very good for the first two points z = 0.52 cm and z = 0.545 cm, both in terms of size distribution (figures 15(a) and (b)) and cumulative size distribution (figures 16(a) and (b)). It is then interesting to consider the last point z = 0.57 cm, where even though the mass concentration for experiments and calculations appears to be almost the same, the distribution function of the sectional approach is clearly shifted compared to the experimental distribution. It is confirmed by the plot of the cumulative mass in figure 16(c) . It is particularly interesting to note that at z = 0.57 cm, 2% of the droplet number density in the tail (17 R 40 µm, 200 droplets per cubic centimetre out of 10 000) accounts for 32% of the mass density. It is also worth mentioning that 200 droplets per cubic centimetre would represent less than 1.4% of the droplet number density and 20% of the mass density at z = 0.545 cm, and less than 0.9% of the droplet number density and 10% of the mass density at z = 0.52 cm. We have used the same slope for the reconstruction of the tail of the distribution function. Small errors at that level had no impact before but start to have a strong impact close to the evaporation front, at z = 0.57 cm, where the reconstruction zone represents a third of the total mass. Beyond this point, it is not clear that the use of a 'fluid' type description for the tail of the distribution function is still valid. However, its contribution to the sections with smaller sizes was correctly reproduced up to that point.
Conclusion
The Eulerian multi-fluid model for the description of evaporating polydisperse sprays has been validated by comparing numerical simulations and experimental measurements. We have introduced an optimal numerical description of the distribution tail of the droplet size distribution. The tail is shown, through both numerical simulations and experimental measurements, to be exponentially decreasing as a function of surface and to be self-preserving throughout the flame. The Eulerian multi-fluid model is then especially well-suited to describe correctly, at least in the context of laminar diffusion flames, the evaporation, dynamics and heating of the spray and thus the spray flame structure with only a few degrees of freedom and thus a very limited cost. As a result, it is a useful tool to treat the effects of size distribution at a manageable cost, which suggests its suitability for multi-dimensional cases, where computational costs are of primary concern, without sacrificing accuracy in the treatment of the size distribution effects.
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